Differential characteristics of heart, liver, and brain metastatic subsets of murine breast carcinoma.
Breast carcinoma is comprised of heterogeneous groups of cells with different metastatic potential. To develop effective therapeutic strategies targeting metastatic disease, it is crucial to understand the characteristics of breast cancer cells that enable metastasis to distant organs. 4THM breast carcinoma cells are the cells of 4T1 primary tumors that metastasized to the heart. Cells of 4THM tumors which metastasized to liver (4TLM) were previously isolated. Recently macroscopic brain metastasis in 4THM injected animals, were isolated to obtain a brain metastatic cell line (4TBM). Using an orthotopic mouse model differential characteristic of cells metastasized to heart (4THM), liver (4TLM), and brain (4TBM) were compared for ability to metastasize and expression of stem cell markers. We found that 4TLM cells produced significantly more lung and liver metastasis compared to 4TBM and 4THM cells. In vitro, proliferation as well as migration rate of 4TLM cells was also significantly higher than the other cell lines. Remarkably primary tumors formed by 4TLM cells expressed significant amounts of CD34, a marker for mesenchymal malignancies. Markers of epithelial-mesenchymal transition were expressed in all metastatic cells, but the degree of expression differed. Majorities of 4TLM, 4THM, and 4TBM cells were CD44+ CD24- whereas, 12 % of 4TLM cells also expressed membranous CD24. Conditioned mediums of non-metastatic 67NR breast tumors and cancer-associated fibroblasts inhibited growth of highly metastatic 4TLM cells. Malignant cells metastasized to brain were distinguished by membranous E-cadherin expression that was markedly higher in 4TBM cells grown as spheroids suggesting E-cadherin is required for brain metastasis. Differential features of heart, brain, and liver metastatic cells in a syngenic model was shown in this study for the first time. These findings not only provide a model to explore new treatment modalities, but also demonstrate differential features of cancer cells that originally homed to a certain organ, such as liver or brain.